Penny Pincher

INTRODUCTION to The EXHIBIT CHEAPBOOKS
The idea for the Exhibit Cheapbooks started during sessions at the annual Association of ScienceTechnology Centers (ASTC) Conference with the purpose of sharing “cheap” exhibit ideas and creating
a written record of how to replicate these simple and successful exhibit components.
The first “Cheapbook” was compiled and edited by Paul Orselli and published by ASTC in 1995.
Subsequent volumes appeared in 1999, 2004, and 2014.
The Exhibit Cheapbooks have always celebrated the “worldwide” nature of museums. You will find
varied exhibit ideas from museum colleagues from around the world inside each volume. Sincere
thanks to everyone who has shared their ideas and expertise! And special thanks to ASTC for allowing
all the Exhibit Cheapbooks material to be shared freely online.
Think of these Cheapbook entries not as detailed shop drawings, but rather as creative jumping-off
points for your own exhibit building.
Have fun!

Paul Orselli, Chief Instigator
POW! (Paul Orselli Workshop, Inc.)
1684 Victoria Street
Baldwin, NY 11510
< paul@orselli.net >
Disclaimer
The exhibits and other descriptions of equipment in The Exhibit Cheapbooks have been compiled using
reliable sources, representing the best opinion on the subject as of their publication dates. However,
no warranty, guarantee, or representation is made by the contributors, the editor, nor ASTC, nor any
other entity as to the correctness or sufficiency of any information herein. Neither the contributors,
the editor, ASTC, nor any other entity assumes any responsibility or liability for the use of information
herein, nor can it be assumed that all necessary warnings and precautionary measures are contained in
this publication.
Credit
The Exhibit Cheapbooks, Volumes 1-4, compiled and edited by Paul Orselli and originally published by
ASTC. Copyright © Association of Science and Technology Centers, Washington, DC, www.astc.org.
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ADJUSTABLE BIRTHDAY CAKE
Description
The Adjustable Birthday Cake is one of many
possible variations of a hinged mirror exhibit. This
one uses a single candle (wooden model) which is
replicated by the multiple reflections between the
two mirrors. To reinforce the illusion, there is a
semicircular decorative line drawn on the base to
simulate the decorated edge of a cake.
When the mirrors are swung towards each other,
more and more images of the candle originate from
the hinge-line and join an ever-increasing number of candle images in a circle. The small
section of the circular line representing the edge of the cake is also multiply-reflected from
the mirrors to give a complete circular image, as shown in the sketch.
The mirrors which are best to use are “front-surface” mirrors. The more common backsurface mirrors have a loss of light intensity on each reflection since the light has to go
through the glass to get to the silver surface, and then go back through the glass as it leaves
the mirror, so after a dozen reflections the image is almost too dim to see. But light
reflecting from a front-surface mirror reflects directly from the silvering without having to go
through any glass, so much closer to 100% is reflected. However, front-surface mirrors are
more expensive, and are also vulnerable to being degraded by finger-smudges. The handles
help keep little (and big) hands off the mirrors.
It is also desirable to have the center-line of the hinge go through (or very close) to the front
(silvered) edge of the mirror rather than using piano hinge. How this can be done is shown in
the construction details which follow.
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ADJUSTABLE BIRTHDAY CAKE, construction details
metal plate with 1/4
inch hole for upper
hinge pin to pivot on

vertical board, like
3/4 inch plywood, for
back support

upper left hinge, sheet
iron, folded to grip metal
mirror frame, and with 1/4
inch iron pin silversoldered into hole

upper right hinge, sheet iron with
1/4 inch hole for left hinge pin
to go through. Upper plate is two
sheets thick to compensate for
left hinge's thickness.

NOTE: only the left
mirror is shown.
The right mirror
is similar.

mirror, frontsurface, such as
Edmund Sci. Co.
#G40,067 size 204
mm x 254 mm
x 6 mm,
about $52
each

metal frame to hold mirror,
made from aluminum angle,
1 inch x 1 inch x 1/8 inch
with about 3/4 inch cut off
one side, and that side
notched to permit bends as
shown
-metal frame is also
gripped by the hinge plates

mirror
backing,
3/4 inch
plywood

small handle, like a
screen door pull,
should be put in this
location on both
mirrors
lower right hinge, with hole
for pin to go through, and
folded double-thick to
compensate for thickness of
left hinge

lower left hinge,
with pin and folded
to grip metal frame
NOTE: all
screw holes in
hinges are
enlarged
slightly to
permit minor
adjustment of
mirror
position.

washer
bottom of
vertical back
support
horizontal base board with hole for
hinge pin vertically below hole in
metal plate on back support

Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Albert J. Read
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Selwyn van Zeller
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Ken Gleason
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BERNOULLI BOX
Description
An electric leaf blower provides forced air to a box. Nine jets of air levitate objects,
demonstrating the bernoulli effect. The large center jet is capable of levitating objects
such as beach balls, large Styrofoam balls, and plastic Easter eggs. Eight smaller jets can
lift ping pong balls and other small objects.
When a tube is placed over the suspended ping pong ball, it will suddenly shoot 20ft into
the air. Plastic Easter eggs wobble in a chaotic motion but will not leave the stream of
air. The venturi effect can be demonstrated with simple pieces of 11/2" PVC plumbing
pipe. Small threads glued to a ping-pong ball show the flow of laminar and turbulent air
around the ball. Objects without rounded surfaces (such as marshmallows or plastic
blocks) will fall out of the air stream.
The box was designed for a demonstrator and a small group however this device can
also be used as a hands on exhibit.
Graphics
Place tube over ping-pong ball and watch what happens.
Venturi
effect 11/2 PVC

ping pong
ball

Ping-Pong ball cannon
plastic flourescent
tube protector

air jet
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Bernoulli Box, construction details
The box is constructed out of 3/4" plywood screwed together with #6 x 11/2" flat head
wood screws. Between the top and the sides is a rubber gasket ( door insulation), all other
joints are attached with carpenters wood glue and screws. The inside seams are sealed
with silicone sealer.
The eight smaller tubes are made from 6" long pieces of 1/2"PVC plumbing pipe pushed
into holes. The larger center tube is 2" PVC x 22" long. A 2" PVC adapter is glued into
the center of the top to hold this tube.
A PVC toilet flange with the metal ring cut off is used to attach the 3" PVC pipe to the
box. Cut a round hole in the box to allow air through, but small enough to attach the
flange. Drill holes for bolts or screws around the outside and mount the flange upside
down on the outside of the box.
The dimensions of the box are not critical. You may want to base your box around a
standard size furnace filter. Make sure the placement of the filter does not interfere with
the toilet flange or the tubes.
This device was designed to be set up on a
table. You may want to enclose the whole
thing and mount the flange underneath.
Rubber hose could be substituted for the
PVC jets and the box could be carpeted for a
hands-on exhibit.
Reducing noise is a problem with the leaf
blower. You may want to place the plastic
tote in another larger box. Place the air
intake holes 90 or 180 degrees away from
each other. Use particle board and /or other
sound absorbing materials.

Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Christopher N. Ryan
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COLLAPSIBLE TRUSS BRIDGE

Description
Four copies of the walk-on Collapsible Truss Bridge have been built: the first two in The
Franklin Institute shops for use in camp-ins, and copies built from my plans by SciTech
and by Steve Pizzey for his Discovery Dome. One of the Franklin Institute copies went
to the Montshire Museum. They have seen extensive use and seem to have held up well.
They are not used as ordinary exhibits: for many reasons they should be presented only
by competent and trained demonstrator (but with lots of audience participation). At the
Franklin Institute, the audience (usually youngsters) would help the demonstrator
assemble the bridge. The two side-frames of 2x4 were not disassembled. Without any
triangulation, they are very floppy. As the struts are added, a triangulated truss is formed.
Adding the deck pieces provides a roadway and also stiffens the bridge. The portal
braces further stiffen the structure, especially in keeping the tops of the trusses from
moving in or out. Finally, members of the audience are allowed to walk onto the bridge.
The first collapsible bridge truss was load tested by standing four adults on it (total
weight ca. 700 lb.) A support was placed under the middle with its top about 1" below
the bottom of the bridge. Under the 700 lb. loading there was no measurable sagging of
the bridge toward this emergency support.

308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 (610) 543-6020
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Also, there was no noticeable evidence of excessive strain in terms of twisting, bending
or buckling of any of the members. The 10' long bridge, however, should only be used
under the supervision of an experienced and qualified demonstrator. By thus utilizing
the bridge, two unpleasant possibilities are avoided:
•

Audience members may be controlled so that they do not run or jump on the
bridge. Running or jumping will produce impact loading: the momentary forces
can be much greater than will occur if people walk carefully or stand on the
bridge.

•

A qualified and experienced demonstrator will check the bridge and assure that it
is properly assembled before anyone is allowed to stand on it. If even one strut is
missing, or comes off because it is not securely positioned, a partial collapse can
occur, with the possibility of resulting injury to the person standing on the bridge.

A table-top version of the collapsible truss was built for SciTech. As far as I know it is
still in use. It was about half the size of the one shown in the dimensional drawings that
follow. The pieces were correspondingly lighter. Truss frame members were cut from
clear 1" lumber instead of 2x4's of the larger version. The decking and struts can be
made of 1/4" or 3/8" plywood, and smaller hinges and hanger bolts should be used.
Starting with the design given here it should not be hard for a moderately handy
woodworker to work out a table-top version.

Submitted by: Daniel Goldwater, Museum Consultant
308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 (610) 543-6020
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Materials
14 Truss frame members each 42" long, cut from good sound 2x4's.
8 Struts 48"x ca. 2 1/2", made of 1/2" plywood.
3 Deck pieces made of 3/4" plywood (see drawings)
2 Portal braces of 1/2" plywood (see drawings)
14 8" Strap hinges
14 1/4"x3" Machine Bolts
28 1" lag screws
16 3" hanger bolts: wing nuts for these
16 2" hanger bolts: wing nuts for these
Directions
Assembly procedure:
1. Use seven 2x4 pieces each 42" long for each side frame. These can be pre-drilled
with clearance holes for the machine bolt and appropriate pilot holes for the lag screws
and hanger bolts. Start by laying two of these end to end and fastening them together
following the hinge installation detail drawing. Note that the ends are through-bolted
with machine bolts: these take most of the strain when the bridge is loaded. The 1" lag
bolts hold the hinges in position and flat against the frame member. (Through-bolting at
these points might be easier, but it would also weaken the frame member unnecessarily.)
2. Add another 42" piece the same way. Continue until you have all seven bolted
together. So far you've used six hinges.
3. Bring the two outer ends together. You can do this by bending the hinged joints so
that the hinges are inside the frame you're forming. Butt these free ends up and fasten
them with a hinge.
4. Put in the 3" hanger bolts at the locations shown in the drawing. Position this frame
so that the top and bottom are straight and parallel to each other, and the base angles are
equal and approximately 60˚. One way to do this is to clamp the frame to a sheet of
plywood.
5. Measure center-to-center distance for all 4 pairs of hanger bolts. These should be
nearly equal to each other. Use the average of these lengths to determine the spacing of
the holes in the struts. This procedure need not be repeated for the second truss.
Submitted by: Daniel Goldwater, Museum Consultant
308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 (610) 543-6020
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6. Make a second frame as in steps 1-4.
7. Make the three deck pieces and two portal frames and assemble the bridge.
Note: The holes in the struts will enlarge if the bridge is assembles and disassembles
many times. Some sort of metal collar (e.g. a t-nut or a piece of aluminum tubing driven
into the hole) will lengthen the life of the struts.

Submitted by: Daniel Goldwater, Museum Consultant
308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 (610) 543-6020
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Dan Goldwater
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Clifford Wagner
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Robert Burns
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Albert J. Read
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GIANT MAGNETIC TANGRAMS
Description
Kids are often used to playing with tangrams, but these can be made giant so that more
than one person can participate at once.
Materials
Sheet Steel (3 x 4 feet)
Washable fabric (larger than 3 x 4 feet)
Sheet of (black) 1/8 inch Sintra cut to the dimensions of tangrams --only
- larger! Ours
is cut from a 17 x 17 inch square. Our small square piece is 6 x 6 inches.
Sintra is the trade name of extruded PVC. Plastics companies can order this
for you, and cut it to size for very little money.
Magnetic Tape
Epoxy
Wood frame
Wood or Plexi box
Tangram books
Directions
Cut your Sintra pieces to size and epoxy strips of magnetic tape around the perimeter
of each shape on one side (except for the parallelogram - it needs magnetic tape on both
sides.) Fold the fabric over the sheet
steel and attach a wood frame around
both to hold them together. Drill screw
holes in the frame so you can attach it
to the wall. Build a narrow box below
the frame to catch falling pieces and to
hold tangram books. The tangrams
should be able to slide easily along the
fabric.

Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Paul Orselli
Submitted by: Fred Stein; The Discovery Museums
177 Main Street, Acton, MA 01720 Tel. (508) 264-4200
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HARMONIC CANTILEVER
Math/Historical Background
The harmonic sequence was first studied about 2500 years ago by Pythagoras and his
followers. Among other things, they were interested in the pitch produced when a
plucked string is shortened by 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, ... If the mass and the tension of the
string is fixed, these lengths correspond to musical relationships now known as the
octave, the fifth above the octave, the second octave, and the third above the second
octave. If played simultaneously, these notes will sound as a familiar major chord,
spread out over two octaves.
The terms of the harmonic sequence get smaller and smaller, approaching zero. The
three dots mean that the sequence has an infinite number of terms. So you can find an
individual term of the harmonic sequence that is close to zero as you like: if 1/1000 isn't
close enough for you, go on to 1/10,000. or 1/100,000 or ... Does the harmonic sequence
have a limit? After all, the individual terms are getting closer and closer to zero! As it
turns out, the harmonic series has no limit: it diverges.
Hands-on Device
The component consists of a set of hardwood blocks and a shelf on which to build the
cantilever. The tabletop beneath is carpeted to reduce noise when the blocks fall. Block
number 1 is marked off at half its length . This length (6" in our device) is the unit for
the series. The next block is marked off at 3" (or 1/2 the unit length). Block number 3 is
marked off at 2" (1/3 of 6") and so on.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
5

4
5

Submitted by: Daniel Goldwater, Museum Consultant
308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 tel. (610) 543-6020
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We made 15 such blocks, the last marked off at 6/15 = .4". At present, only five blocks
are set out for the unsupervised public. The rest are stored and taken out by
demonstrators when needed. The blocks are stacked in numerical order, from top to
bottom. The stack will stay in balance when the offsets are in the proportion of the
harmonic sequence. 1/2+1/3+1/4+1/5 is greater than 1, so with five blocks, the top block
can be entirely outside the supporting shelf.
Since the harmonic series diverges, this is the beginning of a structure which could, in
theory, extend outward indefinitely with no support except under the bottom block. Alas,
only in theory. The harmonic series diverges - it has no limit - but it grows very slowly.
In fact, on the scale of our device, a harmonic cantilever extending only 6 feet would
require something like 200,000 pieces. To our knowledge, the harmonic cantilever has
no practical applications.

This description is based on the unpublished Math Exhibit Notebook and is used with
permission from the Franklin Institute.

Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Dan Goldwater
Submitted by: Daniel Goldwater, Museum Consultant
308 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 19081 tel. (610) 543-6020
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Dan Goldwater
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Albert J. Read
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LIQUID CRYSTAL WALL
Description
Liquid Crystals change color over a specific range of temperatures. As the heat expands
and twists the molecules in the liquid crystal film, the wavelengths of light they reflect
change from red through orange, yellow, green, and blue. If you choose a temperature
range between 25 and 30 degrees centigrade, you van use your body to leave colorful
impressions like hand, foot or ear prints, and you can "paint" on the film with easily
modified hairdryers.
The film will hold image for fairly long periods of time if it is mounted on an insulating
material like foam. If you mount the film on a more conductive surface like wood or
metal, the image will dissipate quickly. You may want to experiment with a combination
of effects, but I will describe how to build a foam-backed wall below.
Materials
Ensolite type foam 2x3 feet
Double sides tape 2x3 feet
Liquid Crystal Film
25-30 degree range
2x3 foot sheets are available from:
Liquid Crystal Technology
Hallcrest Products Inc.
1820 Pickwick Inc.
Glenview, IL 60025
(847) 998-9580

These sheets cost approximately $150
You can also buy 12 inch wide sheets of any length for about $10 per square foot

Cut your Ensolite to size and lay flat on a floor or table. Cut the tape to size and unpeel
the protective plastic from two of the corners a couple of inches. Apply the tape to the
foam evenly by lining up the corners and unpeeling the protective plastic a little at a time
while smoothing out the top of the tape as you go. Unpeel the plastic protection from the
other side of the tape a slowly apply the liquid crystal sheet in the same way. Do this
carefully, there is no going back if you make a mistake!

Submitted by: Fred Stein, The Discovery Museums
177 Main ST, Acton MA 01720 (508) 261-1201 FAX (508) 264-0210
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Once the liquid crystal sheet is mounted on the foam, you can mount this on the wall.
You can mount the foam onto wood with double sided tape and then screw the wood onto
the wall.
We chose to make a larger wall and attach several sheets of liquid crystal film together at
the seams, and then had to have the front surface of the whole piece laminated with a
matte finish to keep them together. This was effective but expensive. A commercial
photography company did all the seaming and mounting for us which cost many times
more than the film itself. We also have several smaller liquid crystal pieces in the gallery
which we did ourselves. Commercial photographic studios may be a good source for
double sided tape.
Materials for Modified Hairdryers
Hairdryer with an "air only" setting
Empty caulking tube with nozzle cut off
Wide strip of "Fuzzy" Velcro
Caulking tubes fit the end of a hairdryer perfectly. When you cut off the nozzle and set
the dryer on "air only," the resulting temperature is about 35-40 degrees and will be able
to run all day without overheating. We got empty caulking tubes from a hardware store
so we didn't have to wash them out. You can actually use any kind of tube if it fits and
the hole is about 5/8 inch diameter.
The "fuzzy" Velcro is for scratch-proofing the caulking tube. Put a circle of Velcro
around the front of the tube, so it can rub the wall without problems.
You can use the hairdryers to draw pictures by moving slowly, or to make images by
using stencils. Our wall has lasted over 2 years without incident, except that the dryers
have a life span of 6-12 months.
We have built two small holders on the wall for the hairdryers. They look like wooden
basketball hoops without nets.
Finally, the area must be well lit for the best effect.

Originally submitted toSubmitted
Cheapbook
by:One
Fred
byStein,
Fred Stein
The Discovery Museums
177 Main ST, Acton MA 01720 (508) 261-1201 FAX (508) 264-0210
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Katey Fitzpatrick
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https://www.hanovia-uv.com/glow-in-dark-systems/
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook One by Brenda Potter
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